Following the annihilation of Earth, human survivors struggle to rebuild their once-great
planet, only to be faced with a new threat. The Robotech Masters arrive to complete
the mission that the Zentraedi Armada began…to reclaim coveted Protoculture and
Robotechnology by destroying the Army of the Southern Cross!

2 players
30-40 minutes
Ages 8+

IN THE BOX:
76 cards:

158 Tokens:

10 Strategic Location Cards

●

61 AoSC Battle Tokens

8 Army of the Southern Cross (AoSC) Combat Cards

●

61 Masters Battle Tokens

8 Masters Combat Cards

●

16 AoSC Victory Tokens

8 AoSC  Command/Hero Cards

●

16 Masters Victory Tokens

8 Masters Command/Hero Cards

●

1 Exchange Token

8 AoSC Unit Cards

●

1 Cluster Missile Token

8 Masters Unit Cards

●

1 Searchlight Token

8 AoSC Secret Objective Cards

●

1 Drop Token

8 Masters Secret Objective Cards
1 AoSC Base Card
1 Masters Base Card
1 18” x 24” Game Board
1 Game Manual
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OBJECTIVE:
Players are trying to destroy their opponent’s forces while
successfully defending their own. Players take turns deploying
units to the battlefield, utilizing their combat units around
the outside of the battlefield to defend their own forces and
destroy those of their enemy. They will then use tokens they
have earned, along with Hero and Command Cards, to win
the day. Players earn points by defending units, destroying
enemies, and securing Strategic Locations to collect the most
Victory Points. In the end, the higher point total shall be
victorious!

Very Important!
Don’t forget!

SETUP:
Lay out the board.

	Players sit opposite each other across the board.

After both players have their cards, it is suggested that they
set their Hero and Command Cards to the side until the
HERO/COMMAND PHASE of the game.
To determine first player, the players shuffle their Combat
Cards and pick one at random. The player who draws the
highest number chooses if they want to be Player 1 or Player
2. Players return their Combat Card to their hand.
NOTE: Each player controls the side of the battlefield that is in
front of them and on the side to their right.
Player 1 goes first during the TACTICAL and TOKEN PHASES
but will go last during the HERO/COMMAND PHASE. (Phases
described in the next section.)

HOW TO PLAY:
Game Phases:

	Distribute the cards using team logos on the back of the
cards. Each player will have five sets of cards: Combat,
Unit, Command, Hero, and Secret Objectives.

1. Tactical

	Each player secretly selects two (2) of their Secret
Objective Cards from their eight (8) available and sets the
rest aside.

3. Hero/Command

	Each player takes the tokens for their team and sets them
to the side of their play area.
		AoSC – Battle, Victory, Exchange, and Cluster Missile.
		Masters – Battle, Victory, Maintenance, and Drop.
	Shuffle Strategic Location Cards and deal each player four
(4) of these cards, setting the rest aside.

2. Token

4. Scoring
Tactical Phase
The players each have eight (8) Combat Cards, eight (8) Unit
Cards, one (1) Base Card, and four (4) Strategic Location Cards
in their hand. Each player will play all eight (8) Combat Cards,
five (5) Unit Cards, one (1) Base Card, and two (2) Strategic
Location Cards during this phase.
Player 1 starts play.
On your turn:
	Pick a Unit, Strategic Location, or Base Card, and place
it face up on an open space on the 4x4 battlefield grid
on the board.

Rabbit
Technology!

	Resolve the text on the bottom of the card you
played, or collect Battle Tokens depending on the card
played:
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oooooh......

cooool!
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How am I supposed to		Unit = Battle Tokens equal to the number on the
Unit Card.
remember all that?!?!
		Base = Battle Tokens equal to the number of
Combat Cards still in your hand.
		

Strategic Location = Trigger card effect.

	You must play one (1) of your Battle Tokens on a card
in the battlefield, if possible. Reminder: Battle Tokens
can be played on your cards or your opponent’s.
	Place one (1) of your Combat Cards facedown outside
the battlefield next to a row or column, along either
of the sides of the battlefield that you control. Each
space can only ever have one (1) Combat Card in it.
Play passes to the next player.
	Process repeats until all the Combat Cards are
played and the battlefield area is full. The game then
progresses to the TOKEN PHASE.

Boooo, cocky space jocks!

ATAC rules!”
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Process repeats until each player has played two (2) Hero
Cards and two (2) Command Cards, then the game progresses
to the SCORING PHASE.
Scoring Phase
After the players have finished the HERO/COMMAND PHASE,
flip all the Combat Cards face up.
1. Look at each card in the battlefield.
2. Add up the Combat Card values for each player that
are aligned to that card’s column and row.
Token Phase
Players move the remaining collected
tokens in front of them and Player 1 continues to go first.
On your turn:
1. Place two (2) of your Battle Tokens on cards in the
battlefield area. You may place them on the same card
or separate cards. The tokens can be placed on your
cards or your opponent’s.

3. Then add any Battle Tokens the players have on the
card to determine how much total power each player
has focused on that card.
a. The player with the highest combat power
wins the card. Clear all tokens and place one
(1) of the winning player’s Victory Tokens on
that card.

2. Play passes to the next player.
Repeat the process until all the Battle Tokens are played. The
special tokens (Searchlight, Drop, Cluster, and Exchange) are
played as appropriate, based on the text on the card that
awarded you the special token. Then the game progresses to
the HERO/COMMAND PHASE.
Hero/Command Phase

This is where
I come in.

The players each pick up their four (4) Hero and four (4)
Command Cards, and Player 2 starts.
On your turn:
1. Pick one (1) of your cards. Play it, and apply its effects.
2. Play passes to the next player.
Note: Each player is limited to and must play a total of two
(2) Hero Cards and two (2) Command Cards during this
phase.

Scoring example 1
The Salamander Battloid card is being resolved. It has the
power from the Masters Combat Cards Commander Bioroid
‘9’, Bioroid Trio ‘6’, and 3 Masters Battle Tokens for a total
power of 18. The Army of the Southern Cross has power from
the Gladiator ‘8’, Hover Tank ‘5’, and 1 Battle Token for a total
power of 14. The Masters’ total power allows them to capture
this card, clear the Battle Tokens from this card, and place a
Victory Token on it.
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b. If the combat powers are equal, the
defending player wins, placing their Victory
Token on the card. Exception: If the card
is a Strategic Location, the card is turned
facedown and neither player claims the card.

GAME COMPONENTS:
Unit Cards: The Unit Cards are labeled UNIT, have the unit’s
name, team icon, amount of Battle Tokens generated, Victory
Point value, and card effect.
NAME
CARD TYPE

TEAM ICON
AMOUNT OF BATTLE
TOKENS GENERATED

VICTORY POINT VALUE

Scoring example 2
The Outpost D65 Location card is being resolved. It has
the power from the Masters Combat Cards Bioroid Trio ‘7’,
Soldier Bioroid Trio ‘3’, and 2 Masters Battle Tokens for a total
power of 12. The Army of the Southern Cross has power from
the Battloid Officer ‘9’, Battloid ‘7’, and 1 Battle Token for a
total power of 17. The Army of the Southern Cross’s total
power allows them to capture this card, placing a Victory
Token on it.
4. Each player checks their Secret Objective Cards to see
if they have met the conditions on either of the cards.
If a player has met the conditions of both Secret
Objective Cards, they must choose one and claim its
Victory Points.

CARD EFFECT

Combat Cards: The Combat Cards are labeled COMBAT,
have a name, team icon, and combat value.
NAME
CARD TYPE
COMBAT VALUE
TEAM ICON

Both players tally the Victory Point (VP) values of the cards they
have won on the battlefield. Add the Victory Points from one
Secret Objective, if completed. Highest Victory Point total wins.
If there is a tie, play again!
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Command Cards: The Command Cards are labeled
COMMAND, have the command’s name, team icon, and card
effect.

Strategic Location Cards: The Strategic Location Cards
are labeled LOCATION, have the location’s name, card effect,
and Victory Point value.
NAME

CARD TYPE
CARD TYPE

COMMAND’S
NAME
TEAM ICON

That’s w
uncle h
CARD EFFECT
CARD EFFECT

VICTORY POINT VALUE

Hero Cards: The Hero Cards are labeled HERO, have the
hero’s name, team icon, and card effect.
CARD TYPE

NAME

Secret Objective Cards: The Secret Objective Cards are
labeled OBJECTIVE, have a name, team icon, the objective,
and Victory Point value.
CARD TYPE

NAME

TEAM ICON

TEAM ICON
OBJECTIVE

CARD EFFECT
VICTORY POINT VALUE
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Base Cards: The Base Cards are labeled BASE, have the
base’s name, team icon, defensive value, and Victory Point
value.
NAME
CARD TYPE

TEAM ICON

Cluster Missile Token: The Cluster
Missile Token is earned when you
play the VFH-10 AGAC Battloid on the
battlefield. This Token is played during
the TOKEN PHASE. It allows you to
place 2 enemy Battle Tokens on one of your own units on the
battlefield, and then place one of your Battle Tokens on up
to 4 adjacent enemy units. The limit is one Battle Token per
selected enemy unit. (Discard Cluster Missile Token after use.)

That’s where Bowfiiece’s!
uncle has his of

DEFENSIVE VALUE

Battle Tokens:
The Battle Token
adds +1 to the
combat value
being applied to
the card on the
battlefield. The token has the team logo on it.

VICTORY POINT
VALUE

Cluster Missile Token Example
Exchange Token: The Exchange Token
is earned when you play the Salamander
Battloid on the battlefield. This token can

Victory Token: The
Victory Tokens have
the team logo on
them and are used
to mark the cards
you win during the SCORING PHASE.

Exchange Token Example
8
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be played before or during the TOKEN PHASE, and allows
you to swap the positions of two of your Battloid Units on
the battlefield. Any Battle Tokens stay at their location on
the battlefield and do not move with the Battloids. (Discard
Exchange Token after use.)

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Searchlight Token: The Searchlight
Token is earned when you play the
Searchlight Drone on the battlefield.
The token can be played during the
TOKEN PHASE, and allows you to
remove two enemy Battle Tokens from the battlefield. The
Battle Tokens are not returned to the enemy player and are
removed from play. (Discard Searchlight Token after use.)

Battlefield: This is the 4x4 space inside the area where the
COMBAT Cards are played. The area of the board where all
the Unit, Strategic Location, and Base cards are played.

NOTE: The Battle Tokens can come off either player’s cards.

Drop Token: The Drop Token is
earned when you play the Assault Drop
Ship on the battlefield. The token can
be played during the TOKEN PHASE. It
allows you to discard two (2) of your
unused Battle Tokens, and replace one of your Units with a
Bioroid Unit from your hand. The Bioroid you place on the
battlefield still gives you its Battle Tokens, but its special
ability is NOT triggered. The Battle Tokens are not returned to
the enemy player and are removed from play. (Discard Drop
Token after use.)

Adjacent: A card on the battlefield is considered adjacent if it
is on the battlefield and orthogonally or diagonally touching
the target card.

Battloid/Bioroid: Units are only considered a Battloid or
Bioroid if that designation is
in their card name.
Capture: You can capture
a card that you do not own by
having more power focused on that
card than your opponent does. This is
resolved during the SCORING PHASE.
Defending Player: The defending player
for any battlefield card is defined as the
player whose Team Icon is on the card.
Deploy: When you play a Unit card to the
battlefield, it is said to have been deployed.
Does Not Belong to You: These are cards
on the battlefield that do not have your
team icon on the card.
Enemy/Opponent: These terms refer to cards or tokens
controlled by the other player.
Non-adjacent: A card on the battlefield is considered nonadjacent if it is on the battlefield and NOT orthogonally or
diagonally touching the target card.
Unit: A card is only considered to be a “Unit” if it is labeled
“UNIT” in the upper left hand corner of the card.
Protect: You can protect cards that you own by having more
power focused on it than your opponent does during the
SCORING PHASE.

Drop Token Example

Reveal: This means to take a facedown card and flip it faceup
and leave it faceup.
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